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Abstract
For a set X of vertices of a graph ful#lling a local connectedness condition results on the existence of paths and cycles
containing X are given.
c© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and results
We use [5] for terminology and notation not de#ned here and consider #nite simple graphs only. Let G be a graph,
X ⊆V (G), and (X ) the maximum number of pairwise nonadjacent vertices in the subgraph G[X ] of G induced by X .
A set S ⊂V (G) splits X if the graph H obtained from G by removing S contains two components both containing a
vertex of X . Let (X ) be in#nity if G[X ] is complete or the minimum cardinality of a set S ⊂V (G) splitting X . Results
on paths and cycles through speci#ed vertices of a graph can be found in [2–4,6–10]. The following theorem is an
extension of results in [4,6,7].
Theorem 1 (Broersma et al. [3]). Let G be a graph and let X ⊆V (G). If |X |¿ 3 and (X )6 (X )¿ 2 then G has a
cycle containing X .
Actually, Theorem 1 was proved in [3] for 2-connected graphs, however, the proof there also works under the weaker
assumption (X )¿ 2. Given two disjoint sets X and Y of vertices with |X |= |Y |+ 1, the complete bipartite graph KX;Y
with V (KX;Y ) = X ∪ Y and E(KX;Y ) = {xy | x∈X; y∈ Y} is an example showing that Theorem 1 is best possible. Since
(X )6 |X |, G has a cycle containing X if |X |6 (X ). Here we prove in case |X |= (X ) + 1:
Theorem 2. Let G be a graph and let X ⊆V (G) such that |X | = (X ) + 1¿ 3. If G has no cycle containing X then
|X |= (X ) and there is a set Y ⊆V (G)\X with |Y |= |X |− 1 such that G contains a subdivision of KX;Y as a subgraph.
Theorem 3 gives a partial answer to the question under which condition edges or even paths of G[X ] beside X are
contained in a cycle of G.
Theorem 3. Given an integer p¿ 1, a graph G, X ⊆V (G) with (X )¿ 2 and |X |6 (X ) + p, and a set P of p
pairwise disjoint paths of G[X ] each containing at least one edge. If there is a cycle of G containing all paths of P as
subpaths then there is even a cycle of G containing X and all paths of P as subpaths.
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Since arbitrary two edges connecting vertices of a set X ⊆V (G) with (X )¿ 2 belong to a common cycle of G, we
have Corollaries 1 and 2 as consequences of Theorem 3.
Corollary 1. Given a graph G, X ⊆V (G) with 36 |X |6 (X ) + 1, and an edge e connecting two vertices of X , there
is a cycle of G containing X and e.
Corollary 2. Given a graph G, X ⊆V (G) with |X |6 (X ) + 2, and two independent edges e and e′ both connecting
vertices of X , there is a cycle of G containing X , e, and e′.
Our results on paths through speci#ed vertices are the following ones.
Theorem 4. Let G be a graph and let X ⊆V (G). If |X |¿ 3 and (X )6 (X )+1¿ 2, then G has a path containing x.
Theorem 5. Let G be a graph and let X ⊆V (G) such that |X | = (X ) + 2¿ 3. If G has no path containing X then
|X |= (X ) and there is a set Y ⊆V (G)\X with |Y |= |X |− 2 such that G contains a subdivision of KX;Y as a subgraph.
Theorem 6. Given an integer p¿ 1, a graph G, X ⊆V (G) with (X )¿ 1 and |X |6 (X ) + p + 1, and a set P of p
pairwise disjoint paths of G[X ] each containing at least one edge. If there is a path of G containing all paths of P as
subpaths then there is even a path of G containing X and all paths of P as subpaths.
It is easy to see that two edges of G[X ] belong to a common path of G if (X )¿ 1 and that three independent edges
of G[X ] belong to a common path of G if (X )¿ 2. Hence, by Theorem 6, we have Corollaries 3–5.
Corollary 3. Given a graph G, X ⊆V (G) with 36 |X |6 (X ) + 2, and an edge e connecting two vertices of X , there
is a path of G containing X and e.
Corollary 4. Given a graph G, X ⊆V (G) with |X |6 (X ) + 3, and two independent edges e and e′ both connecting
vertices of X , there is a path of G containing X , e, and e′.
Corollary 5. Given a graph G, X ⊆V (G) with |X |6 (X )+4, and three independent edges e, e′, and e′′ all connecting
vertices of X , there is a path of G containing X , e, e′, and e′′.
2. Proofs and algorithm
For A; B⊆V (G) an A–B-path is a path P from A to B such that |V (P) ∩ A|= |V (P) ∩ B|= 1. A common vertex of A
and B is also an A–B-path. A set S ⊆V (G) separates A and B if any A–B-path contains a vertex in S. Let N (v) be the
neighbourhood of v∈V (G). We use the following properties:
(1) (A)¿ (B) if A⊆B⊆V (G).
(2) Let A, B, B′⊆V (G) such that B′⊆B. If S ⊆V (G) separates A and B then S also separates A and B′.
(3) Let a∈A⊆V (G) and (A)¡∞. Then |N (a)|¿ (A) or A⊆{a} ∪ N (a).
(4) Let A⊂V (G) and b∈V (G)\A. If |A|¿ (A ∪ {b}) then A and N (b) cannot be separated by a set of at most
(A ∪ {b})− 1 vertices.
Properties (1)–(3) are obvious. To see (4) assume there is a set S ⊆V (G) separating A and N (b) with |S|6 (A ∪
{b}) − 1. The graph H obtained from G by removing S has no A–N (b)-path and, because b ∈ A, also no A–{b}-path.
A\S = ∅ because |A|¿ (A∪{b}). Let a∈A\S. Then b∈ S, because otherwise a, b∈V (H) and H has no {a}–{b}-path
contradicting |S|6 (A ∪ {b})− 1, thus, S′ = S\{b} separates {a} and {b} in G, also a contradiction.
For a set P of paths put V (P)=
⋃
P∈P V (P). A more detailed version of Menger’s Theorem (see [1]) is the following
Lemma 1. Let t be a non-negative integer, G be a graph, A, B⊆V (G) such that A and B cannot be separated by a
set of at most t vertices. Furthermore, let Q be a set of t disjoint A–B-paths. Then there is a set R of t + 1 disjoint
A–B-paths, such that A ∩ V (Q)⊂A ∩ V (R) and B ∩ V (Q)⊂B ∩ V (R).
Proof of Theorem 2. Assume that G has no cycle containing X . Let x∈X be #xed and put Z = X \{x}. By (1) and
Theorem 1, there is a cycle C of G containing Z and (X ) = |X |. Let  be an arbitrary but #xed orientation of C.
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For u, v∈V (C) let [u; v] be the subpath of C from u to v following . Denote by (u; v) the path obtained from [u; v] by
deleting {u; v}. If |V ([u; v])|=2 then (u; v) is considered to be empty. Given z ∈ Z , let z+ ∈ Z\{z} and z− ∈ Z\{z} such that
V ((z; z+))∩Z=∅ and V ((z−; z))∩Z=∅, respectively. Put A=N (x), B=V (C), B′=Z , and t=0. Using (2) and Lemma 1
repeatedly, consider a set P of (X ){x}–V (C)-paths having only x in common. For P ∈P let T (P)∈V (P)∩ V (C). Put
T (P) =
⋃
P∈P{T (P)}. Because there is no cycle containing X we have |V ([z; z+]) ∩ T (P)|6 1 for z ∈ Z , hence,
(1) |V ((z; z+)) ∩ T (P)|= 1 for z ∈ Z .
In case (X ) = 2 we are already done with Y = T (P). In the sequel let (X )¿ 3.
(2) Given z, z′ ∈ Z , there is no path Q connecting z and z′ such that |V (Q) ∩ (V (C) ∪ V (P))|= 2.
Otherwise, it is easy to see that there is a cycle containing X . Consider a #xed z ∈ Z and, using (1), let p∈V ((z−; z))∩
T (P) and p′ ∈V ((z; z+)) ∩ T (P). Let q∈N (z) ∩ V ([p; z]) such that V ((q; z)) = ∅ and q′ ∈N (z) ∩ V ([z; p′]) such that
V ((z; q′))= ∅. Put A=N (z), B=(V (C)∪V (P))\V ((p; p′)), t=2, Q= {[p; q]; [q′; p′]}, B′=X \{z}, note (2)–(4), and
apply Lemma 1. R consisting of three paths contains an A–B-path P from y to p and an A–B-path P′ from y′ to p′,
where y; y′ ∈N (z). The cycle obtained from C by replacing [p; p′] by P, P′, and the two edges zy, zy′ is again denoted
by C, i.e. in the sequel the cycle C may vary permanently without changing the notation C. Let P′′ be the third path in
R from y′′ ∈N (z) to r ∈ (V (C) ∪ V (P))\V ([p; p′]). The path obtained by adding z and the edge zy′′ to P′′ is a {z}–
(V (C) ∪ V (P))\{z}-path with this new cycle C. Again using the assumption that there is no cycle in G containing X it
is easy to see that r ∈ T (P). Hence, using Lemma 1 repeatedly, we obtain (3).
(3) Given z ∈ Z , p∈V ((z−; z)) ∩ T (P) and p′ ∈V ((z; z+)) ∩ T (P), there is a set R(z) of (X ) − 2 {z}–(V (C) ∪
V (P))-paths having only z in common and ending all in T (P)\{p; p′}.
By (2), a path from R(z) and a path from R(z′) can intersect only in T (P) if z, z′ ∈ Z and z = z′. With Y = T (P)
the union of C and of all paths in P and in R(z) for z ∈ Z is the desired subdivision of KX;Y .
Proof of Theorem 3. Among all cycles of G containing all paths of P as subpaths let C be choosen such that |Z | is
maximum, where Z = V (C) ∩ X . We shall show that Z = X . Assume x∈X \Z . Thus, |Z |6 (X ) + p − 1. Let q be
the number of edges of the paths of P. Obviously, q¡ |Z |. Let X ′ be the set of inner vertices of paths in P. We
have |X ′| = q − p. For the set P′ of subpaths of C connecting two vertices of Z but containing no further vertex of
Z and no edge of a path of P, 16 |P′| = |Z | − q6 (X ) + p − 1 − q, hence, |P′| + |X ′|6 (X ) − 1. Furthermore,
|V (P′) ∪ X ′| = |V (P′)| + |X ′|¿ |P′| + |X ′| + 1. Put A = N (x), B = V (P′) ∪ X ′, B′ = Z , t = 0, note (2)–(4), apply
Lemma 1 repeatedly, and let R be a set of |P′|+ |X ′|+1 A–B-paths. Then there exist P ∈P′ and two N (x)–V (P)-paths
in R contradicting the choice of C.
The following Lemma 2 is obvious.
Lemma 2. Given a graph G and X ⊆V (G). Let the graph H be obtained from G by adding a new vertex x to V (G)
and joining x with every vertex of X and let X ′ = X ∪ {x}. Then G(X ) + 1 = H (X ) = H (X ′) if G(X ) is 3nite and
G(X ) = H (X ′).
Proof of Theorem 4. In case (X )=∞ nothing is to prove. Otherwise, apply Lemma 2, we have H (X ′)6 H (X ′)¿ 2,
and, with Theorem 1, there is a cycle in H containing X ′, thus, G has a path containing X .
Proof of Theorem 5. If (X )=∞ then nothing is to prove. In the other case apply Lemma 2, we have |X |=H (X )+1¿ 3,
and, obviously, if G has no path containing X then H has no cycle containing X . By Theorem 2, |X |= H (X ) = G(X )
and there is a set Y ′⊆V (H)\X with |Y ′| = |X | − 1 such that G contains a subdivision U of KX;Y ′ as a subgraph. If
x∈ Y ′ then put Y = Y ′\{x}, if x is an inner vertex of a path from X to y′ ∈ Y ′ then put Y = Y ′\{y′}, and if x ∈ V (U )
then let Y be an arbitrary subset of Y ′ containing |Y ′| − 1 vertices. In each case, we obtain the desired subdivision of
KX;Y from U .
Proof of Theorem 6. In case (X ) =∞ we are done. Otherwise, apply Lemma 2 and we have H (X )¿ 2 and |X |6
H (X )+p. If there is a path of G containing all paths of P as subpaths then there is a cycle of H containing all paths of
P as subpaths. By Theorem 3, there is even a cycle C of H containing X and all paths of P as subpaths. If x∈V (C) then
we obtain the desired path by removing x from C. If x ∈V (C) remove an arbitrary edge of C not belonging to P.
The proof of Lemma 1 in [1] results in an O(|V (G)|)-algorithm to #nd R for given Q or to #nd a set S ⊂V (G) of at
most t vertices separating A and B. The proof of Theorem 2 shows
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Theorem 7. There is a polynomial algorithm with
Input: graph G, X ⊆V (G) and
Output: S ⊂V (G) splitting X with |S|6 |X | − 2 or a cycle C containing X or Y ⊆V (G)\X with |Y |= |X | − 1 and
a subdivision of KX;Y as a subgraph of G.
We remark that Theorems 3–6 are also ‘realizable’ by polynomial algorithms #nding, for given G and X , the desired
structure (cycle, path, or KX;Y ) or a small set splitting X (Theorems 3, 5 and 6) or both a large independent set of G[X ]
and a small set splitting X (Theorem 4).
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